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Welcome to the third edition of our school newsletter.  It contains a round up of lots of the AMAZING things that 
have happened in school this half-term.

I hope by now that you may have had the chance to look at our new school website, created for us by the
Academy Trust. I’m sure you will agree that the pictures are beautiful and show just how lovely our school
looks, especially in the summer months. By the end of this term we also hope to have a Facebook page in
place to help to keep you updated about events in school. We will let you know how to find us when we get
this up and running. Mrs Nicholl

This term in Year 6 we have been looking at a story called 
"The Firework Makers Daughter." This has then fed into other aspects 
of our curriculum, we have looked at volcanoes around the world, 
learnt about how fireworks are made and had a go at Chinese
watercolour painting - we think the results are pretty impressive!

In our spare time we have been enjoying riddles, bamboozling our classmates with the trickiest we can find  
Here is one of our favourites:  There are five houses. A blue house, a pink house, a, yellow house, a red 
house and a green house. The blue house is made from blue bricks. The pink house is made from pink 
bricks. The yellow house is made from yellow bricks.  What is the green house made from?

This term in Year 5, we have been doing all sorts of 
things!
A nurse came to teach us about first aid and she said, 
“Wow! I can see you have done this before!” She 
thought we had a lot of knowledge and she was not 
wrong!
In English, we have been doing Spectacular Sentence 
Stacking which is very fun. This started one day, on a regular Monday morning, when we walked into 
the classroom to an unusual door that had mysteriously appeared. We had to imagine where it 
might lead to and what was behind it! Now, we have begun to read the book ‘The Nowhere 
Emporium’. In our big write, we wrote what we imagined would happen next in the story.
In RE, we have been thinking about memories. We recalled how Jewish people remember Passover 
and Exodus by eating the Seder meal. We have then learned how Passover links to The Last Supper 
and to the Eucharist at Mass. We also thought about how everyone has a mission but that 
everyone’s mission is different. On our wonder walls, we reflect on our RE lessons and summarise 
them.
In maths, we have been talking about converting decimals into fractions 
and looking at place value charts. We have also been trying to memorise 
key number facts.
In PE, we have been stretching and working on counter balances in 
gymnastics and also we have been doing workouts in Boxercise and 
Pilates. Pilates has helped to build our core body strength and in Boxercise we have improved our 
technique and knowledge of different kicks and punches.
In Science, we have been learning about forces and we have done lots of fun experiments. We have 
learned about air resistance, water resistance and gravity.  By Elizabeth and Max

In history, we have been learning about the Civil Rights Movement in America 
following the abolishment of the slave trade and the inspiring people who lead 

this movement. We have learnt about segregation, Rosa Parks, we studied 
Martin Luther King Jr’s speech and wrote from the perspectives of the children
of Little Rock. We have also been lucky enough to have a dance teacher come 

to school to teach us dance this term, we have choreographed a dance 
based upon the civil rights movement inspired by Diversity’s Black Lives Matter 
dance from 2020. This has been a really interesting topic and we have decided  

to look at more  inspirational people next half term.           



Look how well we estimated our heights from tallest to smallest! After making estimations we practised
measuring ourselves. We’ve also looked at time, capacity and money. We are becoming super problem
solvers and love to get our teeth into a goodmathematical investigation!
As we have become immersed in our class novel The girl who saved Christmas by Matt Haig, our learning
in History has led us to the Victorians. The story is set around 1900 and Amelia, the main character,
spends some time in the horrible workhouse….we’re hoping she escapes over the next chapter or two. In
the meantime, Charles Dickens is kindly looking after Captain Soot - her cheeky cat!
We have gone further back in time to learn all about the Great Fire of London and Samuel Pepys too.
We’ve learned a fabulous song that we will send a video of, as soon as we can.
In Literacy we have loved the story of Plop, the baby barn owl who was afraid of the dark. Our sentence
writing has really improved. We’ve explored adventurous and ambitious vocabulary, writing for effect and
using similes, adverbs and alliteration to make our writing exciting! We have considered how wonderful
and magical the dark is and thought lots about nocturnal animals. We totally enjoyed crafting our owls in
D&T!
Swimming on Fridays has been the best! The instructors there have been amazing
and we are all feeling muchmore confident about having safe fun in the pool.
We can’t wait for dance next half term!

Spring 1 
in Year 2!

In Year 4, we have had another super spectacular and super busy half term!
Our topic for this term is natural disasters. We have been reading and 
researching lots of information about droughts, volcanoes, hurricanes, floods     
and so much more! One of our reading texts focused on the eruption of Mount      
St. Helen's - which erupted in 1980!

The text we have studied for Literacy is called 'The Whale'. We thoroughly enjoyed this book - which linked to 
our topic (storms) and our Science (animals/habitats).
In Science, we have been learning all about living things and their habitats. As a class, 
we have been exploring different ways in which we can group and classify animals 
based on their characteristics. Our D&T is also based on microhabitats, as we are 
creating our own bug hotels!
We have been extremely busy in our maths lessons this half term! We have been
looking at multiplying and dividing 3-digit numbers by 1-digit numbers, including 

remainders! Along with this, we have also focused on angles, negative numbers, and we continued to improve 
our times table skills!
PE has been amazing! Our dance has been linked to our topic, and we've been creating a fantastic dance to 
portray a natural disaster occurring! Netball has also been a focus for the past few 
weeks, we have developed our skills in passing, shooting, marking and pivoting! 
Everyone has contributed to the matches, which has made it very enjoyable and 
competitive!
In Art, we created some beautiful landscape images including line art and painting –
which was based on the work of Vince Van Gogh. We've also explored the Chinese 
New Year and created some awesome sketches of tigers - did you know it is the year 
of the tiger?!

We have had a very busy and fun-filled term over the last few weeks in Year 3. There has been a mixture of 
in school and online learning and we have all been working incredibly hard.
In Literacy, we have been writing about the Pixar film clip, Blue Umbrella. We wrote a short story from the 
point of view of one of the characters. Our work in class helped us to think of lots 
of excellent ideas which we could use in our story; we have all been very enthusiastic
about sharing our ideas!
In Numeracy, we have been working on our multiplication and division skills. We have
been using different resources and equipment to help us see how we have approached 
our answer.
The topic which we have been learning about this half term is Ancient Egypt. We have done lots of excellent 
work in this topic, especially in Design and Technology where we have made papyrus and a set-stone and 
plumb line.

In RE, we have been learning about what happens during Mass. 
We are looking forward to sharing our learning on Friday 4th 
March in our class liturgy!
In PE, we have been looking to improve our score each time with 
different circuit-based activities. In addition, we have continued 
to do lots of exercise and movement as part of our learning in 
class.



We have had another wonderful half term in Year 1 which has been very busy but extremely awesome too!
In maths, we have been working really hard on learning number bonds for all of the numbers within 10 and 
have been learning to count forwards and backwards to 100 with the Singing Walrus! We have also dazzled 
with our doubles and have made two new friends - Odd Todd and Even Steven.
Because of our fabulous work in Phonics, we were ready to move on to the Set 3 sounds and our confidence 
is growing. We are beginning to recognise that there is more than one way to make some of the sounds and 
have enjoyed using our new learning to read and write new words.
We have been using ambitious vocabulary in our sentences about the story of Little Red Riding Hood and 
have shared our wonderful ideas with our friends. Our handwriting is improving lots too!
In Science we learned all about materials and their properties and had a great time exploring different 
materials at home and at school. We really enjoyed learning about coding this half term and we were able 
to make characters move on the screen by programming in our instructions - how clever are we?

We completed our topic about Special People in RE and enjoyed        
learning about the special jobs that people have at church. We are  
thoroughly enjoying our current topic, Meals and we are looking 

forward to learning about The Last Supper and Holy Communion.
We can’t wait to see what’s next for us in Year 1!

The Foundation Stage children have been extremely busy this half term.
We have spent lots of time outside, looking for signs of new life and 
developing our observational drawing skills. The children have impressed 
us all with their knowledge of deciduous and evergreen trees. Some of our 
keen gardeners have recently replanted some snowdrops outside. We are 
also growing some bean and hyacinth plants indoors. Our nature journal is 
expanding all the time, filled with beautiful drawings and writing.

It has been wonderful to see the blossoming of mathematical understanding 
in the Foundation Stage children. We have been exploring the use of ten 
frames, both inside and outside. The children are now spotting ten frames 
everywhere; from paint pallets to the carpet tiles, and can use them in their 
play to further develop their number sense. It’s just fabulous!
The woodwork bench and creative resources have been popular during this 
half term, with the designs becoming more complex and detailed, as the 
children develop their skills. The children are becoming increasingly confident 
as they talk about their creations to the adults and their peers.

Our love of language and literature is forever growing. Recently, we were lucky 
enough to be able to choose some new books for our children. The non-fiction
books are currently very popular, as well as Hairy Maclary from Donaldson’s Dairy! 
The children often discover information and facts in our books, which they then add 
to our world map. If you pop in to have a look at our map, you will be able to see 
the island of Montserrat, the migration of swallows and the location of the 
Himalayas, to name but a few!
We cannot wait to see what Spring has in store for the wonderful children in 
Foundation Stage. 


